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Prior TOW meetings

• Usually one topic per meeting
– e. g., documentation, message forums, explainer 

videos, Google ads, managing code contributions

• Lots of detail covered, but usually same 
people chime in
– Learn a lot about approaches for just a handful of 

ITCR tools

• Deep, but narrow discussion



New Idea

• Turn this on its head

• Volunteers will discuss their
software, and cover many
topics related to the issues
we’ve previously discussed (not a focus on the 
functionality/scientific problem)



Rationale

• Increase engagement in the meetings
• Increase knowledge/awareness of different 

approaches/strategies
• Provide opportunity for presenter to solicit 

feedback from the group on areas in which 
more input/advice would be welcome



Rationale

immature highly mature

ITCR tools are on a maturity continuum

We have a lot to learn from highly mature, highly successful software
(but they may be ‘set in their ways’ with various approaches/technologies)

We may also may have a lot to learn from newer tools that aren’t
constrained by legacy approaches and are more free to explore newer
approaches/technologies



Suggested topics

• Documentation
– Who makes it, how you keep it up to date, how do 

you know if it is effective, what tools do you use to 
maintain it (and why did you choose those tools)

• Security
– What have you had to do to incorporate security 

into your software, what challenges have you 
faced



Suggested topics

• Explainer videos
– What software tool did you use, what was the 

process, what tips do you have for others

• Increasing visibility in web rankings
– What have you done for search engine, 

optimization, have you paid for Google ads (and 
have they been successful (and how do you  
know))



Suggested topics

• Training
– Other than online documentation, what other 

training approaches have you used, what has or 
has not worked well

• Usability
– What have you done to increase usability, how do 

you engage end users for usability assessments, 
what lessons learned can you share



Suggested topics

• Messaging Forums
– What have you used, and why, what has worked 

well or not worked well

• Others?
– Suggestions welcome



Plan

• I  will be the guinea pig for the first round

– We can decide if it is an effective approach

• We can still have more “traditional” meetings 
interspersed with this new format

David Hanauer



Thoughts?


